Production Based Prosperity

Throughout all of recorded history, limited
resources have been distributed on the
basis of contribution through feudal
systems of land control that incorporated
discrimination, pollution and war. It is only
within the last 300 years, with the
discovery of production and reserve
banking, that resource production and
distribution has become theoretically
unlimited, leading to the destruction of
feudal systems and the discrimination,
pollution and warfare they foster. However,
production is a new tool of humanity. We
dont know how to use it, we dont
understand its nature, or how its fruits can
be distributed. In response to the remaining
feudal forces of the world, which abhor
production based prosperity and the
freedom it produces, we are guilted into
hating the source of our prosperity and in
danger of destroying the production that
produces it either actively or by neglect.
Unless we learn how to master this
amazing tool of human ingenuity, all the
darkness of feudalism threatens to descend
on the world, embracing it finally for all
ages to come.
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